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Romance of a Little Village Girl

1955

the wheatsheaf inn with its black beamed frontage peg tiled roof and riot of hollyhocks had stood bathed
in the golden sunlight of kent for four centuries and the ovendens had owned it for over a hundred years
to divide the wheatsheaf from the ovendens was unthinkable though it wasn t easy keeping a small inn
going in the village of shepham miles from anywhere down at faversham station waiting for the hop
pickers special laughing in the august sunshine with her friend pippin was beth ovenden the landlord s
daughter the black haired dark eyed fiery belle of the village was just eighteen years old with her life
before her carefree and heartfree until the steam engine arrived bringing with it richard lyle a handsome
daredevil student barrister and changed beth s life for ever until that moment beth s only passion had been
the wheatsheaf but now richard with his dancing eyes and sophisticated london ways seduced the na�ve
young girl only to betray her leaving her the bittersweet memory of his lovemaking and the legacy of his
child as beth struggled to come to terms with his desertion she found herself in a desperate battle to
save her pub from the grasp of the local brewery owner who would stop at nothing to wrest it from her
control

Look for Me by Moonlight

2014-04-24

a mother and daughter adrift a friend in need and a village to really call home when kate o hare discovers
she s about to become a mother she packs up her life in france to return home to regroup and put down
some roots home is where the heart is right on her return to ireland kate is surprised to find her best friend
flora s marriage and self esteem is in tatters following her husband s rather public betrayal with no
marriage home or future can kate empower flora to rediscover herself and reignite the career she put on
hold to marry the man she thought she d spend the rest of her life with on the other side of the atlantic
kate s estranged mother lola is heartbroken following the loss of her soulmate paulie on hearing kate s
plan lola too decides to return home to seek a second chance at motherhood with her daughter will the
music and magic of sandycove be enough to carry these women through such challenging times and heal
their hearts an emotive story of forgiveness new beginnings and happy ever afters praise for the wonderful
sian o gorman utterly irresistible and joyful the perfect summer read faith hogan a gorgeous story of
friendship community and starting over jessica redland a book with everything a real 5 star read claudia
carroll delicious an upbeat witty read about friends family and following your dreams gillian harvey

The Girls from Sandycove

2024-01-23

the sweeping intergenerational story of a vermont family from wwii to the dawning of the 60s the most
magisterial and moving novel of acclaimed author jeffrey lent s career katey snow seventeen slips the
pickup into neutral and rolls silently out of the driveway of her vermont home her parents oliver and
ruth still asleep she isn t so much running away as on a journey of discovery she carries with her a
packet of letters addressed to her mother from an old army buddy of her father s she has only recently
been told that oliver who she adores more than anyone isn t her biological father she hopes the letter s
sender will have answers to her many questions before we sleep moves gracefully between katey s
perspective on the road and her mother ruth s through ruth s recollections we learn of her courtship
with oliver their marriage on the eve of war and his return as a changed man oliver had always been a bit
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dreamy but became more remote finding solace most of all in repairing fiddles there were adjustments
accommodations sacrifices but the family went on to find its own rhythms satisfactions and happiness
now katey s journey may rearrange the snows story set in a lovingly realized vermont setting tracking
the changes that come with the turning of the seasons and decades and signaling the dawning of a new
freedom as katey moves out into a world in flux before we sleep is a novel about family about family
secrets and about the love that holds families together it is also about the greatest generation as it
moves into the very different era of the 1960s and about the trauma of war that so profoundly weighed
on both generations it is jeffrey lent s most accomplished novel

Vidura

2006

the yellow wallpaper is a short story by american writer charlotte perkins gilman first published in
january 1892 in the new england magazine

Before We Sleep

2017-05-02

1 new york times bestseller the groundbreaking work that poses one of the most provocative questions
of a generation what is happening to the selves of adolescent girls as a therapist mary pipher was
becoming frustrated with the growing problems among adolescent girls why were so many of them turning
to therapy in the first place why had these lovely and promising human beings fallen prey to depression
eating disorders suicide attempts and crushingly low self esteem the answer hit a nerve with pipher with
parents and with the girls themselves crashing and burning in a developmental bermuda triangle they were
coming of age in a media saturated culture preoccupied with unrealistic ideals of beauty and images of
dehumanized sex a culture rife with addictions and sexually transmitted diseases they were losing their
resiliency and optimism in a girl poisoning culture that propagated values at odds with those necessary
to survive told in the brave fearless and honest voices of the girls themselves who are emerging from the
chaos of adolescence reviving ophelia is a call to arms offering important tactics empathy and strength
and urging a change where young hearts can flourish again and rediscover and reengage their sense of self

The Yellow Wallpaper Illustrated

2021-05-29

life magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th century it now lives on at
life com the largest most amazing collection of professional photography on the internet users can
browse search and view photos of today s people and events they have free access to share print and
post images for personal use

Reviving Ophelia

2005-08-01

everyone in sawrey likes ben hornby so when beatrix finds the shepherd dead in the meadow and suspects
foul play she wonders who would have done such a thing a trio of village cats has an idea when ben
breathed his last his sheep must have seen his killer before scattering so they set out to find the far flung
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flock although she s distracted by duties at the farm and the sad plight of a young girl beatrix must get
to the bottom of this as the stories intertwine beatrix and the creatures realize that to solve this case
all of sawrey both the two and four legged inhabitants must work together

LIFE

1965-05-07

this third book in jane marlow s petrovo series brims with pathos poignancy and humor in the mid 1800s
na�ve fifteen year old anna finds herself pregnant out of wedlock and is banished from her tiny russian
village of petrovo the homeless illiterate girl makes her way to moscow only to discover that the city
s frozen streets are filled with women as destitute and vulnerable as she is lacking other options young
anna follows their example and accepts a yellow ticket the government s license to work as a
prostitute she takes up residence in a brothel whose veneer of faded magenta silk flaking gold leaf and
faux diamonds disguises the age old perils of disease unwanted pregnancy and savage abuse that will
mark her future anna eventually comes to grips with the realization that she must escape from her life as
a prostitute before she either meets a premature death or becomes a used up whore living in the city s
cockroach and maggot filled gutters with an indomitable spirit and the help of three men a grandpa intent
upon bringing revolution to russia a young accountant who views life from a wheelchair and a wealthy
banker who rekindles her deeply buried dreams she embarks on a most unusual path to a new life

The Tale of Holly How

2006-07-05

maternal metaphors articulating gender race and nation at the turn of the century reconstructing
motherhood pauline hopkins s contending forces and the rhetoric of racial uplift the romance plot
reproducing silence reinscribing race in the awakening and summer hard labor edith summers kelley s weeds
and the language of eugenics fatal contractions nella larsen s quicksand and the new negro mother
epilogue representing motherhood at century s end

The Yellow Ticket

2019-07-16

the forgotten voices of the first world war speak for the final time last post is very consciously the
last word from the handful of first world war survivors who were left alive in 2004 now they have
passed away our final human connection with the first world war has been broken max arthur a skilled
interviewer took the very last chance we had to ask questions of those who were there now updated to
include a new introduction by the author for the centenary of the first world war

Mothering the Race

2002

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning
writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine
s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself
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while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Last Post

2014-07-10

from the acclaimed author of the last pearl and dancing at the victory cafe this is a beautiful novel
about family secrets betrayal and redemption deep in the dales of the west riding fells lies scarsbeck a
remote village peopled by a close knit community of colourful characters ellie birkett steadfastly
resisting her mother s attempts to marry her off vicar hardy wrestling with the temptations of the flesh
ezra bulstrode village headmaster with an unhealthy dedication to the education of his young students
and enigmatic woman beth wildman who believes she can foresee the future surrounded by wild moorland
and the majestic yorkshire peaks time seems to stand still in this magical corner of the world but change
is on its way the dales echo with fearsome noise construction scars the hillside the railway is coming
right through scarsbeck village and with the arrival of a huge workforce charged with building the
railway the peaceful idyll is shattered for ever praise for leah fleming i enjoyed it enormously it s a
moving and compelling story about a lifetime s journey in search of the truth rachel hore a born
storyteller kate atkinson

The Wallpaper Magazine

1949

after several years in europe author cecilia kochanowski returns to the united states with her husband
and two daughters sadly resigning themselves to the fact that they cannot afford to return to a
manhattan home and while wasted on jet lag kochanowski manages to buy a faded yellow cottage in a
sleepy village nestled in the hudson valley when moving day actually comes kochanowski wishes it away
even though she spent months anticipating the momentous occasion all aspects of the move back to the
states are a shock the commute to work is long the local varmints voracious and the cottage nearly
blows up from a gas leak only five days after the family moves in though a product of the american
suburbs kochanowski quickly realizes that she no longer remembers how to live in the country of her birth
even less so than her polish husband will their newly purchased but aging house ever feel like home as they
negotiate their prejudice against their new home the family confronts the village zoning board a cowboy
plumber and a coven of petty bureaucrats on their chaotic odyssey of home renovation uninformed
gardening and sporadic child rearing in the witty memoir plumbersutra

New York Magazine

1977-03-21

this gripping work starts when a country squire is compelled to sell his property to village midas whose
son falls in love with the squire s niece trouble brews for the squire with every passing event will he find
a way to get out of it

The Railway Girls

2017-11-16

from usa today bestselling author anthea lawson comes four heartwarming tales of the holiday season
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filled with sweet kisses misunderstandings christmas trees and best of all true love includes the brand
new novella a nobleman s noel on special sale for a limited time a countess for christmas miss cecilia
fairfax dreads the upcoming holidays especially when her brother brings home an unexpected guest but of
all the blessings of the season sometimes the most unexpected is love a duke for midwinter after a
gentleman rescues her from a winter storm miss selene banning finds herself snowbound with sir jared
kendrick who is not precisely who he claims to be a prince for yuletide miss eliana banning attends the
midwinter masque and meets a gentleman in wolf s clothing who might prove to be her heart s desire or her
worst enemy a nobleman s noel lady peony talbot never meant to be tangled in a false betrothal to her
best friend s brother after the holidays she promises to break their engagement but william banning will
never know that it will break her heart into the bargain winner of the 2016 national excellence in
romantic fiction best novella winner of the 2017 international digital awards for best short romance
and the 2017 colorado romance contest for best short historical keywords clean romance sweet
romance holiday romance christmas stories victorian christmas tradition british nobility seasonal
holidays courtney milan sherry thomas meredith duran stephanie laurens erica ridley eloisa james julia
quinn bridgerton duke the duke and i heartwarming grace burroughs christmas tree love

Plumbersutra

2006-04-25

from sexy earls to holiday ghosts second chances to false engagements find your christmas cheer in these
twelve sweet to spicy historical romance tales from bestselling and award winning authors the lord
you ve been looking for might be just a page turn away a cup of cheer deb marlowe the earl of chester s
wild ways nearly cause a disaster and set him to reevaluating his lifestyle paired up with his
grandmother s companion and charged with bringing christmas to a lonely house will he come to believe in
himself and love the mistletoe trap eve pendle a spicy hot story of a heroine with a flair for enterprising
embroidery and a botanist single father hero can a scandal that compromises amelia s reputation give
their love a second chance a most inconvenient earl claire delacroix when eurydice goodenham
unexpectedly proposes a marriage of convenience to sebastian montgomery earl of rockmorton the
notorious rake is intrigued sebastian soon realizes that the unpredictable eurydice is the perfect match
for him but can he convince his skeptical bride to take a chance on love the lady s guide to mistletoe and
mayhem emmanuelle de maupassant on the run until she receives her inheritance ursula takes on the identity
of an etiquette teacher and heads to castle dunrannoch to whip her young charge into shape but the long
lost heir is a whole lot more than she s bargained for a countess for christmas anthea lawson miss
cecilia fairfax dreads the upcoming holidays especially when her brother brings home an unexpected guest
but of all the blessings of the season sometimes the most unexpected is love miss isabella thaws a frosty
lord larissa lyons mistletoe kisses grant a blind heroine and a frosty hero a chance at happiness during a
winter house party her accidental groom nadine millard lady natalia soronsky and lord benjamin
strafford started out as enemies and ended up as co conspirators in a faux betrothal but the longer they
continue the ruse the more they start to wonder just how false their feelings are christmas spirits jane
charles when benjamin storm earl of kenley is sent to scotland to procure a missing whisky shipment he
encounters the most unusual smuggler joy to the world nicole zoltack unbeknownst to eliza berkeley the
man she thought she was going to marry was not stephen huntington the duke of wyndale will a match
formed through deceit blossom into love this christmas to fall for a duke by christmas sadie bosque a
reluctant duke and a charming commoner devise a plan to serve their own needs a false relationship is
supposed to be their salvation until love intervenes what if i still love you erica taylor after a failed
elopement ten years earlier henry earl of carrington and anna the widowed viscountess rycroft are
reunited at his aunt s twelfth night party can this star crossed pair find their way back to each other
christmas promises brenda hiatt when lord vandover leaves for london he promises his grandmother he
will return with a bride unfortunately with each simpering debutante he meets he regrets that promise
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more until he encounters the lovely miss holly paxton vv keywords scarlett scott bridgerton holiday
romance christmas love regency alexa aston eva chase cheryl bolen duke earl nobility fake betrothal
exchange of letters mistletoe

The Secret Son

2022-08-10

a heartwarming christmas tale from usa today bestseller anthea lawson perfect for anyone who has
ever felt overwhelmed by the season miss cecilia fairfax dreads the upcoming holidays between caring for
her elderly father and managing a household barely out of mourning she has no time for the softer things
in life liam barrett the earl of tarrick is certain he will not accept marcus fairfax s invitation to spend
christmas at the fairfax family s estate and the man s tales of a family ghost have nothing to do with
his decision of all the blessings of the season sometimes the most unexpected is love heat level sweet
originally published in the anthology christmas ghosts a countess for christmas is a regency set story
of 13 000 words approximately 50 pages a perfect regency christmas story award winning author
editor kristine grayson among the standouts publisher s weekly on christmas ghosts keywords regency
historical romance christmas holiday romance love letters sweet romance epistolary clean holidays
mistletoe sherry thomas meredith duran courtney milan julia quinn bridgerton sweet heartwarming
romance victorian romance english nobility erica ridley duke and i eva devon christi caldwell alexa aston
scarlett scott

Noble Holidays

2017-11-19

helweg s study of the sikh community in gravesend provides a historical profile of this group their
cultural values life styles in india the factors that led to emigration and their experience in britain
entirely updated to include events through 1985 the second edition brings to light the recent
transformation of british sikhs from immigrant to minority status

Life

1965

gripping and atmospheric sunday times a breath taking missing persons thriller set under the menacing peaks
of the pyrenees five years after their disappearance the village of monteperdido still mourns the loss of
ana and lucia two eleven year old friends who left school one afternoon and were never seen again now
ana reappears unexpectedly inside a crashed car wounded but alive the case reopens and a race against
time begins to discover who was behind the girls kidnapping most importantly where is lucia and is she still
alive inspector sara campos and her boss santiago bain from madrid s head office are forced to work with
the local police five years ago fatal mistakes were made in the investigation conducted after the girls
first vanished and this mustn t happen again but monteperdido has rules of its own addictive atmospheric
and haunting one of the best books you ll read this year jo spain internationally bestselling author of
the confession
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Twelve Lords for Christmas

2021-10-19

the most popular mystery writer of all time concocted a rich recipe of intrigue character and setting all
of agatha christie s 66 detective novels are covered here in great detail each chapter begins with general
comments on a novel s geographical and historical setting identifying current events fashions fads and
popular interests that relate to the story a concise plot summary and comprehensive character listing
follow and each novel is discussed within christie s overall body of work with an emphasis on the
development of themes narrative technique and characters over the course of her prolific career an
appendix translates poirot s french and defines the british idiomatic words and phrases that give christie s
novels so much of their flavor

A Countess for Christmas

2013-12-09

meet linda breland single parent of two teenage daughters the oldest child lindsey who always held her
younger sister in check is leaving for college soon and gracie is giving her nightmares it s time for one last
family holiday between the married men the cold new jersey winters her pinched wallet and her ex husband
who has married a beautiful successful woman ten years younger than she is linda has given up thinking of
her own needs but on this holiday welcomed by her generous and advice dispensing sister mimi linda slowly
begins to discover a sweeter rhythm of life and then there s brad jackson a former investment banker with
a restaurant on shem creek like everyone else brad s got a story of his own but could it now involve
linda too

Sikhs in England

1986

lives pivot on small moments but which way they pivot is up to the person jane marlow s second book in
her moving petrovo series is a powerful story of war told in intimate human terms that will enthrall
both male and female audiences andrey enters his final year of medical studies in 1854 with an empty belly
empty pockets and secondhand clothes hanging together by wishful thinking when russia blunders into the
misbegotten crimean war tsar nicholas recruits medical students to the front and andrey grabs at this
flash of good luck but his sanity is soon tested as he is forced to witness the most senseless and utter
disregard for human life imaginable where the death of a man holds no more significance than the death of a
beetle andrey fears he is slowly becoming unhinged by the sound and feel of the relentless rasp of his saw
against the mangled limbs of soldiers who have had no anesthesia eventually the guns stop firing and the
ink dries on the peace treaty but the madness of war doesn t end for andrey can he stop seeking solace
from the vodka bottle can he cease being a black well of bottomless cynicism can he begin to trust the
woman who longs to walk beside him on his journey

Village of the Lost Girls

2019-01-24

chief superintendent michele ferrara knows that the beautiful surface of his adopted city florence hides
dark undercurrents when called in to investigate a series of brutal and apparently random murders his
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intuition is confirmed distrusted by his superiors and pilloried by the media ferrara finds time running out as
the questions pile up is there a connection between the murders and the threatening letters he has received
are his old enemies the calabrian mafia involved and what part is played by a beautiful young woman
facing a heart rending decision a priest troubled by a secret from his past and an american journalist
fascinated by the darker side of life ferrara confronts the murky underbelly of florence in an investigation
that will put not only his career but also his life on the line originally published in italy as scarabeo

Barbarian Earl

1999

charlotte perkins gilman s the yellow wall paper is one of the most frequently taught short stories in
secondary and college classrooms around the world what is especially unusual about the text is the
large variety of academic contexts in which the story is included the pedagogical wallpaper provides
educators students and researchers with accessible and practical approaches to the story with an
emphasis on the text as a tool for teaching the classroom contexts address women s studies freshman
composition literary theory philosophy and genre studies in addition the text details how to make use of
a moo space to allow students to engage directly with gilman s story through the use of computer
mediation

The Detective Novels of Agatha Christie

2016-03-01

dialogues fourth edition continues the previous edition s focus on argument as meaningful dialogue that
is the exchange of opinions and ideas dialogues represents argument not as a battle to be won but as a
process of dialogue and deliberation among people with diverse values and perspectives part i contains
succinct instruction on analyzing and developing arguments from critical reading to source
documentation to a new chapter on visual arguments part ii with more than 90 new readings offers a
diverse collection of provocative essays from both the popular and scholarly medium the lucid lively
and engaging writing addresses students as writers and thinkers without overwhelming them with
unnecessary jargon or theory

Shem Creek

2015-02-26

swords spells stats and slaughter mark wakes up in a burning town inside a full immersion virtual
reality rpg called reign of blood he flees from the reiver slavers who are abducting the village s npcs
only to have an agonizing encounter with the wrong end of a ranger s arrow after trying and failing to
log out of this painfully realistic game mark decides to take up his sword embrace his new warlock
character class and help the ranger rescue her people the warlock and his hard nosed ranger companion
are soon joined by a macabre healer an earth shaking druid and a talking fortress but as mark takes the
fight to the reivers he uncovers an even deadlier threat dark magic is spreading into garland from a long
dead city and the reiver leader has found a way to harness some of that corrupted power for himself
level by level spell by spell mark must become the warlock that garland needs before it falls to the
corrupted ambitions of a rising tyrant includes free bonus short story bloody minded follow our sharp
tongued ranger dayna of elmtree as she and a party of fellow rangers search the barrens for their missing
comrade you ll learn how dayna came by wayfarer s diary and why she was the only ranger to make it
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back to garland alive

How Did I Get Here?

2018-05-08

prodigals a memoir inessays explores the life of sarah beth childers swildly creative brother who
committed suicide at twenty two and her life with him and after him through the lens of the biblical
parable of the prodigal son this book examines the ways childers s brother s story was both universal
and uniquely appalachian while the archetype of the prodigal son carries all its assumed baggage the
appalachian setting of prodigals brings its own influences childers foregrounds the appalachian
landscape in her narrative depicting its hardwood forests winding roads mining stained creeks and rivers
hill clinging goats and cows neighborhoods and trailer parks tucked between mountains the childers
family s fervent religious faith and resistance to medical intervention seemsnormal in this world as
doestheir conflicting desires to both escape from appalachia and to stay forever at home weaving in the
stories of other famous prodigals including branwell bront� the alcoholic brother of the bront� sisters
jimmy swaggart the fallen televangelist robert crumb her brother s beloved author of sexist and racist
comic books and even herself childers examines the role of the prodigalwithin the intimate tapestry of
family life and beyond to its larger sociocultural meanings

A Florentine Death

2009-08-06

for writing composition courses especially those with a focus on argument and or research this reader
emphasizes the argumentative strategies students need to analyze and write arguments at the same time it
helps students see that americans have always defined themselves and maintained a sense of unity despite
great diversity through ongoing public debate about what america means selections reflect colonial
times to the present and include posters photographs advertisements and court cases in addition to
essays poems and stories

Nicholas Vivian Kent (1822-1911)

2004

a collection of fourteen short stories which present a complex view of a hard world

The Pedagogical Wallpaper

2003

marble mountain reads like a detective story as the protagonist kiet hallam an adopted daughter of
african american and vietnamese descent searches for her true identity set in both america and vietnam and
written from the perspective of both americans and vietnamese affected by the war marble mountain
explores the lasting damages of war to the soldiers who fought on both sides to their families and to
the displaced and wounded children born during their parents conflict kiet and her adoptive father alex
hallam a vietnam veteran working out his own tormented past through his passion for sculpting travel
to vietnam there at marble mountain a formation near danang that is famous for its stone carvers and
cave shrines both will find the unresolved secrets of the past that connected them to each other even
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before kiet was born

Companies and Their Brands

2001

Dialogues

2003

Warlock

2018-10-22

A House of Pretence

1963

Prodigals

2023-09

The Catskills

1987

Creating America

2001-08

Us He Devours

1964

English Literature and Its Backgrounds: From the forerunners of
romanticism to the present

1966
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Marble Mountain

2008
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